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(U) FOREWORD

These pbsc~rvations were authuri~zed under Task 4C08-Cfl23'"~1,
*'ýBsic and'Applied Physiology (U). They were m~ade betwe'en_ 30 Mar ch and

13 April_199.' This'report was submitted for publication in March 1960.
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Notices

Thi s document contains information affecting the national def e'nse
of'the United States within the meaning' of the, Espionage Laws, Title 18,
U. S. C., secti~ons.793 and '(94. t~he transmission or the,!re'vrlation of- its
content~s in a nymanfter to an unauthorized person is probibited bk~law",

Reproduction of this document in whole or part is prohibited
exce~pt w~ith ie misnior AC-r- Ah IJ -ii~ &-.~ ~~ I ~

ized to rpouethe document~for U S. Governmental .purposes'.

Dispo sition

When this document has, geved its purpose, DESTROY in accordance.
with pa *ragraph 35 _of. AR 3ý8O0- 5.. DO NOT return to 'U. S. Army C~hemnical"
Warfare Laboratories.
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(C) DIGEST

Durng he LAC MA IC p o r m o estson-the- incapacitating

ag ent CS, detailed observations of the breathing behavior of -six human
*volunte er subjects were made by-means of the remotely- c~ontrolled. breath'-

reco'rding system und~r development, for the CARAMEJ program. Although the
brethr~g attrn :wrýdisrupted by.CS,. adequate vehtil* tion of t e&*luiýs

was'hmaintained, soha th ncpittion is attr[ue -to the unplea sant
sensations. rather Chan to any degree of re'spiraftory failureý.

4.l
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BREATHING PATTERNS DURING HUMAN EXPOSURE TO CS (U)

I. (U) INTROflUCTION.

During the spring of 1959 a'large number-of human volunteers were
exposed to the riot control agent, CS, in the form of an aerosol generated
under controlled conditions in a wind tunnel. The observersI concluded that
the agent produced incapacitation, by affecting the eyes, the respiratory

""..•, tract, or both. Thek:r"ygSa'rdthe 6syni ptorn~s refe3a'bjY,,-to the respiratory tract
as potentially the most capable of causing 'incapacitation. Accordingly, it
became of interest to observe the 'breathing behavior. The availability
of one unit of-a self-contained, *remotely- controlled breath- recording system,
under development for estimating casualties frornmrunitions (CARAMU.),
permitted.usl.tp make observations in a short s6ries of exposures.

II. (U) PROCEDURE.

Of the four% or five men entering t~he wind tunnel ýor an exposure,
one man was equipped with the brea•th-recording device. The recorder was
started by a radio .signal and when an o6iitside pbserver saw the cloud arrive

he impressed by radio a signal friark on the record.- To measure the
-duration of the ecnenR-i1v n Z... x , . .. .. .
r~adio signal and..stoppid when the man left the wind tunnel. The concen-
tration of CS was determined by members of the Aerosol Branch

The device consists of (a) an air-flow transducer mountd~d in an ,
oronasal mask of -rubber sheet 0. 020 inch thick attached to'the skin with
adhesive tape, (b) a 4ecorde.r- (figure 1, appendix) with enough magnetic
tape to last 3 minutes and (c) aradio receiver and ofher electronic
components. Items b and c were carried i4,.a pack on the back (figure 2,
appendix) with-a shielded cable leading to the transducer. The equipment.
.carried by the man, weighed 10 pounds.'. A developmental prototype of the
transducer has been described- by. Dahlke and Welkowitz. '2,3 T he finislhed
transducer is 2 inches in diaineter and 1/2-inch thick and is illustrated
el,s.ewhere. 4 It consists of.networks'of strain-gage wire bonded to

q ' alternate sides of 8 flexible vanes attached to the circumference of the
airway and prpjecting -into the airway -When no air is moving, the

airway is neurly.clos.ed; 'when air moves in either direction, the vanes
bend, opening the airway and deforming the strain-gage wire. Since'the
gages form two arms of a bridge circdit, air movement produces an
imbalanc'e in the bridge. The arrangement of the gages compensates for

CONFIDENTIAL
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theýrrn•oe ctric effe ct s and the conne ctions are-:waterproofed ,to protect against
condensation from the expired air. The output is nearly the same in either
direction if the direction of air movement alternates as in'breathing. The
balance changes, however, if the transducer is subjected for very long to
steady or intermittent flow in only one direction.

The output of the bridge enters a phase modulation circuit and is
"then subjected to pulse position modulation for 'recording on magnetic tape.
The circuit. and recorder are modification's by"Dahlke and Wel!kowitz 2 ,of
those described by Upham and Dranetz. 5. The tape transport mechanism
is d'rivcn by a voltagc-sensitive motor powered by a nickel-cadmium
rechargeable battery.' Successful operation depends on a delicate balance
.between the-battery power and the resistance of the tape, tr.ansportý
mechanism. Roughness in the tape transport or imbalance in the demodulator
results in noise in the baseline of the final record.. A-decline in the battery
voltage during a 3-minute ruiA produces a shift in the baseline level and.,
reduction in amplitude of the signal. For retrieval of information, the tape
is played"back. The output from the tape,.passes through a demodulator
and is,,brecorded on an oscillograph in the same mnanner as a conventional
pneumotachogram. The remote control radio'tran'smitter and receiver
are of the type used with model airplanes. 3 The syiteem is identified as:
the production prototype delivered by 'the contractor in December 1958. 6

As shown in figure 3 (appendix), the iesistance of the tranudticer.
to air movement was comparable to the inspiratory resistance-of the' M17
protective mask.'? The transducer used in these experiments had a'nearly linear
calibration for steady air-flows measured, by Fisher-Porter rotameters
'(figure 3). The response of.the transducer apart lIrom the. remainder of the
tape recording system has been described elsewhqre.8 When. the sam e
breath was passed through the conventional screenr pnumotachometer and,

'the transducerS' in series,. the respd'nse was comparabl• with respect to
ability to follow sudden changes in air flow and -in 4he4dal volume of the
breath. The transducer is too thin; 'however, to Jermit sufficient bending

*"of the vanes to respond to instantaneous flows aboe 250 liters per minute.

The accuracy of&Ahe system was tested by comparing the volumes
of several breaths Auring ad after a brief run on the treadmill by~a man
,wearing the transducer undIdr an. M9Al protec'tive miask. The"canistek
was removed and the inlet was connected to a .120-liter recording spirometer
With a scale factor of 0. 1326 liter per millimeter of height of the bell.
The transducer output was recorded on magnetic tape. In order to)• esolve
'the oscillations imposed on the record of instantaneous flow by thld impact'

UNCLASSIFItD
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of the feet on.the treadmill and the consequent shock to the colurnn 0o air
extending from the lungs oiit through~the mask, a high speed of paper transport
in the Sanborn oscillograph was required. This amounted to 266 centimeters
-per minute. Since the playba~ck speed is double ithe recoiding speed, the
Sanborn paper speed was equtal to 133 centimet rs per minute of breathing.
The duration of.the breaths as recorded on tape was verified by comparison
with a simultaneous r6ýacdrding ot mask pressure on another Sanborn
oscillograph. The vol.umes, of several breaths were measured by reading
from the record the instantaneous flow for eaclh millimeter of the tim scale.
Th&. ins~tantaneous fluow is the product of the pen deflection and the
calibration factor' for the" system, 101liters per miiýwte per millimeter/of
pen deflection. Thesum of the instantaneous flows divided by 1330 !
millimeters per rniinute yields the volume of the,.breatfh in liters. In fable 1
(appendix) the inspired volimes r'ecorded by.the spirL,6meter and by the

< transducer are listed togetaher with the volumes of the intervening expiratiotis
also recorded by the transdcer

Since so large ýnn excess of inhalation over exhalation is unlikely,
Siources of error were considered. In'order to follow the rapid changes in
flow, a hot pen was required; this produced a wide trace at slow flows and
made a-norecise setting of the bdseline Uncveitain- Tngnactino nff the rpco.d
dhowsthe baseline may have been 0.5 millimeter further on the inspired,,
side than the line employed in reading the pen deflections. From the total'

-number of readings, 323 ,for inspiration and 297 for expiration, it was.
calculated that-the. mean paen deflections were 5. 1 millimeters for inspiration
and 4. 5 millimeters for expiration. C6rrected for possible error in the
baseline of this size and direction, the, average pen.'-deflections become
4- 6 millimeters for inspiration and 5.0 millimeters for expiration, and the
total volumes 112 liters, for inspiration-and 11. 2 lite\ts for expiration..
Such 'a shift in the, average pen deflecti6n is in har.m&ny with the fact that
the inspiratory phase was longer than the expiratory phase. Thedifference"
between •Iii 2 and the spirometric total in table 1 is not far frorA the 5 percent

\i discrepancy between the spirometer, and the rotameter used to calibrate the
,,transducer. 'The volume collected in the spirometer is less by this much
11than the volume bl6wn through the rotameter calculated from the rate
indicated by the rotameter and the time"0f collection. This discussion
does not exhaust the possibilities for erlrorin the portable breath-recording
systenm but may indicate that.iLtjhas sufficient accuracy for field use,.

III. (C) RESULTS.

(U) Thd records are illustrated in figures 4 and 6, appendix. A
period of quiet breathing in the wind tunnel before the cloud arrived was

UNCLASSIFItD
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foljowed by the exposupe, and the subsequient-recovery outside the wind
tunnel, Deviations from the quiet breathing pattern as a. result of the
exposure consf'st of pe-riodakof no air rnoveirient (a) between inspiration

and expiration, (b) between '>xpirqtion and inspiration', and (c) during the
expiratory phase. Expanded portions of 'the reqords appear in figures 5 and 7,
appendix. A spike in the expiratory direction was impressed on the record
by a radiosignal to indicate the •rr'val of the cloud. This time is only an

approximation, since the concentration"edge of the cloud is not sharp;
some aerosol is thoughtt'W reach.the subjects before the visible wisps of
cloud can be seen. The followvin Viformation applies .,to the ,op record

in figure '5. 'he exhalation following the signal appeared normal and a
further 0. 43 liter was inhaled out of the total of 0. 59<liter in that breath
before the first ir regularity in breathing could be seen. A complex cough
followed and, after inhaling a-total of 0;..93 liter more, the subject left the
wind tunnel at B. In one inspiration the instantaneous flow rose from 0 to
200 liters per minute within 0. 05 srecond. ,The va;ious periods in which
no air flow was recorded add'up to about 5.8 seconds. The -subject did
not intentionally hold the breath' as a device to prolong the exposure,
perhaps because of the -risk of taking in a large breath at the end of the hold.

(C) . Numerical data are listed in table 2 appendix.. The concentration

the voluntary exposure times from 1.10 to 12 seconds. The total dose
inhaled depended on the breathing during, the exposure period so there was
no close relation between concentration and dose. The changes in the
breathing pattern as a re ult of expusure were the' three types of
interruption of breathing mentioned above plus-the cough, but the
quantitative aspect of the changes was quite varied from one exposure-to
another. The first detectable change in the breathing pattern came from
3 to 12 seconds after th1e arrival of the cloud, although in the expoSure of
BM' no marked change' in the breathing pa'tern was seen. In this' case the
subject had had co'fisiderable qxperience with the agent and entered the
wind tunnel with the intention of maintaining a regular breathing pattern.
The volume inhaled between the' signal and the first respiratory response
and the total inhaled during the exposure are listed to permit calculations
of the doses inhaled. The times without breathing represent the sum of

''all the periods of zero flow observed during' the exp sure. I. no case
(except that of JC) was there a period long enough to •sUggest an intention

to hold the breath The total volume exhaled during the exposure was
"subtracted from the, total volume, inhaled. The difference indicates the
amount by which the lungs were more filled, or IA's. filled, at the end
of the exposude than at the beginning. 'The differences were not greater

"CONFIDENTIAL
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in either direction than'the volume of a large breath and so may.be accounted
for bythe possibility tha.t the respiratory cycle of inspiration and expiration
was not completed during the, exposure. Minute volumes based on complete
cycles were calculated for the periods before and during exposure. They
were less during than before exposure, but all were greater than the expected
value for a man standing at ease. The maximum instantaneous irispiratory.
flow rate' was recorded'for each exposure and ranged from 5 r0 1it\r per

minute for relativelyquiet breathing in BM to 250 liters per mdinute in LT.
The number of coughs were counted .during exposure and recovery; the triple
exha*lation in figur.e 7..(top record) wjs counted as one cough. Although
coughing and dose were not systematically 'elated, it is worth noting
that LT anid S had both doses and nufnibers of coughs that were fir greater
than those seen in the other exposures.

(U) Table 2 also includes the case of JGC.who was provided with
a.gas mask and 'instructed to put it on when he became aware of the CS.
His breathing record during exposure is shown in figure"8, appendix.
The cloud arrived at A during a normal exhalation of 1. 77 liters., After.,
inhaling only 0. 17 liter the subject halted his breathing, opened t'he mask
carrier at M and proceeded to don the mask. At C he exhaled 0, 52 liter
to clear the mask and resumed breathing. He was'unable to breathe
normally. and after inhaling a further 2. 07 liters he left the wind tunnel at. B.

IV. (U) DISCUSSION.

Inlthe large, group.pf subjects described by Gutentag, Hart,
Owens and PunteI from whiCh our six subjects were draiwn, the first
symptom of CS exposure related to the respiratory, tract was "burhing'
which began in the throat and progressed downward with or without coughing.
As the exposure continued, this burning became painful and was rapidly
foll6wed 'by a "constricting" sensation throughout the chest. This latter
symptom was associated with incapacitation for se&,eral.minuter. 'Panic
usually accompanied and accentuated this symptom 'and persons so affected
appeared unable to inhale"bor exhale. Usually there was mild to moderate
burning of the nose arid throat. This,7was'nore irritating than incapacitating
and disappeared readily.in fresh air'. "

In the normal pneumotachograms of Fldlsch, 9 inspiration and
expiration follow each other without an-intearveningp eriod of zero flow.
In a.few normal subjects, Proctor and Hardy obse ved a pause of from
0.1 to' 0.4 second foll6 Wing expiration. IIn out recor s the; longest period of
apnea was 4 seconds except for -the longer voluntary brekthhold of JC
infcluded in the masking reaction. Shorter pauses between the phases of

CONFIDEN IAL
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*the respiratory cycle were quite common, however, Although there may have
been some constriction of the airway, there was no reaso4 to suppose the
airway was blocked except miomentarily as a part of the cough reflex. 1 1 The
,peak instantaneouts flows in~the coughs rec'prded'he re were not as high as
'the flows of fromn 50.0 to 700 liters per minite recorded by Whittenberger and

Mead, 12 in part becau~se~of the limited range of-the transducer.

Thetextbook description 'of theýr'espirto ,,~elpdiise'to.irrita-.ts, -

is exemplified by',thie following statement of Schm-idt: "A -sneeze is elicited
by irritation of the- mucous membrane of the nose, a cough-by irritation of .

ther~espiratory passa'ges- beyond' the.nose. 11. He goes on to state that
during- ane sthe sia, irritation of the upper air passages causes apnea,
This reflex is, actually present in the conscious subject -but is overshadowed
by the violent expiratory, eff~ort that is -absent in the unconscious state.

Acqprding to literature cited in. reviews, by Ranson1 and Aviado,
'.and Schmidt, 15 the evidence .reg 0in the sne -eze is deriyed from exp~eriment .s
on anesthetized an~imalsa, u'sually the rabbit. Search of the literatur'e 'has
so far,, revealed no pneumotachogram of a human sez.In our records-
we saw nothing that looked like a frank sneeze,, which we suppose would
be. characterized by a large. slow ,inspiraition follobwed by a sharp expiration,,

LI~~~C~ --- '-- w cz-mon nowever;

among obs'e'-ye epsed to small .5or~centrations of CS at soz*ie distance
from the exposure4 chamber..,, T4he- impfession of the pauses ",etween
inspiration and'6,xpi rat~on iii subjec't FC is that they were largely: involuntary.
The gasping behavior subjectively resembl-ed what.1apn be~icre a sneeze,
but the irritation was, mor'e pronounced than that .usually le~ to a sneeze,.

Electrical stimulatio'n of the tracheobron~ChiL-l muA.ý a accomplished
during bronchoscopy -ndic~ate..s that the linifigs, of the chA0a, An br onchi
are sensitive and thaf pain' resu~tasý Morton et a1'.1 - h lfe c harte the aies in

* .which the pain was;-felt. Pain arias.ing .fronm the broncal~ltre e wa .referted

to' the horniol at e r al .anter3.or chest w. .th.:D, 2 'to 4 centimne/ers of the ýýterzim,
or to the allnteriox'f cervical. regi'on wlt~h-.n 2 'Cent~imneters~(of the miCil ne.
Pain of-tracheal orgign was felt in the midfline anfe~rioxr'ly,..at-.s~ites "extending
from th laryn-x to the x'ypho.'. proce'bs. Pain of brunchlAl origin was usua'lly

abolshedby uniate 4 1,,vagus section onihe samre side, ,"' and the. cough
reflex 'elicited by me-chanical and electrical stimulation on the s~ame slide
of tl~e brd6nchial tree' was. also abolished. '18

For the particle size (3micron~s).eMR1.,pVed. on the 4 days of-the'se
tests~data cited by.Punte 1 9 indicate that as much as three-fourths of the
aer~osol %.rould be retaiLned in the upper respiratory tract. For particle s'i ze g

-UNCLA~SSIFIED! .
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of 1, micron-anAd bI!elow, virtually all the material retainhed would b6- in the lowe r
part of~the tract. The smaller particle ,size w as employed in some of th 3et
with the larger group -of subj'ects. 1 It appears that either pain or coughing may
.result "'from stirnuiafion of the tracheobr ~nhial mucosa with either 1CS a~erosol
or an electric shiockbtwdontnw the parameters of the stimulus_.that
determine which iesult will occur, In view'of the di.striblution"6'f the particle

size in thes e -exposures, we cannot exclude'the -likelihood'of pen-etration;.of,
/some CS*irntoi the Jlower r sp "rckand may wi~tl Pur (proa

~ oi~ c4Q1)atrbute~jt~hste~i ~oici siengation- of the'

ch~est. On the basi8~oif the ~doses in table. , it appears" likel<t tha-t a massive
penetration is r~equired to produce a bout-of coughing. The statement. of.
Sr'imidt 1 3 ,quoted-above, suggests that the brief periods of apneain our records
rL~sult from. st.,rong sti mulation in, the Ito se.- Much weaker stimulation with CS
mriay be requiv6ýd to produce a sneeze.

Althouph CS.Pr'oduc-ed great.,distoirtioni of t~he pneumotachogran-i,,.
the data for minute Volume inf table 2 make. it clear th~at'adequate ventilatiion
of the lungs was maintained during, these exposures-. The~large minut e
volume befoire exposure is interpet'ed as emotional hyperventilationi.

The behavior of the man who donned the pr'otective maskafter
ifnt ciouud reached him neects to be considered, for the respiratory flowmeter
an -d its connecting cable could easily imnpair the seal.of a hastily'donned malsk.
However, the exposure time 'of JC was within the range of the untrained group
provided with masks who 'we're exposed to about the sam e concen tration,

described by Gutentag, Hart, Owens -and Punte.*,, In a per sonal communication,.
Mr. !. L. West stated that a large breath was required tii' tlear the, mask
after .donning in order to render 'tole r jble long period, of exposure to CIS-. If

a go.6d se'al t.8 the face could be obtain d. over tie-flowmeter,: some quantitative
studies on thIs point might be appr~okz at e..,

*V.. (C) SUMMAR.Y.

/ 1. (17,) At a con~centrat .ion ."of 5 microgIrm pe,,r lite~r one-
trained -subject was able to maintain a 'normal breathing pattern f or 110 seconds.

2. -(U) At higher con~entrations the br~eathing pakttern consisted
of short'inspiratory or expirat~ory gasps separated by short and variable

p eriý ds" of zer.o. air flow'.

3. (U) Coughing was' conspicuous in-only two exposures-with
.the highest total inhaled doses,

* 'i) ~ ~ ~~.CONFIDENTALIAL..,
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4. (U)' Ventilation"of the. lung a6mitindduring. the
excposures X't'a.normnal or gr~eater than normal rate.

5.' (U) Vyoluntary U~reath holding was not employed as a means
of prolonging the exposure.''"

VL (U) CONCLUSION.

Although te breathing patterns thNe're disrupted by. CS,' adequate
ventilation of the lungs was maintained, so tha~t the incapacitation is attribu~ted'

.to the unpl ea'sant .s ensat ion s rather than, to-Any degree.,of respiratory failure6.
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CONFIDE~nTI
~C) APPEDIx~

~'"TABLES AND GRAPHS

(U) TABLE, 1iý

.COMPARISON OF) TIDAL VOLUMES REC ORDED-WITH A-SPIROMETER

AND WITH THE PORTABLE TAPE RECORDING SYSTEM*k-(-U)",

Inspired volume, Expired volume
Bteath Condition Time Spiromete~i "'Tape Tape

'1330-mm liters liter lite-rs
mif

1 Runh~ 2 '" l.1
1 Run, 42. 1.19 1.48
2 Run ' 85 1.27
2 Run 1,3Q.,. 1.46 1.71

3Run* '178 ' 1.44
-3 'Run. 22.8 '1.46 1.69

4 Run 241.44
4Run " 21 " 1.33 1.68

5 Run 404ý 1.19 1l.26
6 Stand 440 1.03
ý6 Stand 469 2.52 2.83-
7 Stand 535, 2..32

* , 7 Stand *81.9 1.69
8 Stand'. 6,60

Totalfl, 10..74 .,12.34 10.00'

'*Da ,.Were.: obtainied,.i connect~ion- with ahotlier ieries of excperiments on
3 j41arch,1959 from subject F running at 9 miles per ho~ur'>up a 12 per cent
g-a d e a.n~d 'include, the first two breaths in recovery. (Craig, *F. N., and .,

Cumn -4 , C,. Bleathingin BFif Exercise. '"
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71.

FIG URE Z

PORTABLE., REATH-RECORDING .SYSTEM WITf TRANSDUCER IN.
POSITION-ON, THE FACE,' AND KNAPSACK CONTAINING

THE POWER SUPPLY, '-RJMOTEf66ZNTRQL`RADIO

F -- y RE-CEIVERAND RJ C ORDEA SECTIONS:ý

h 9AIpoetv mask and carr~ier are wired to the remote control radio
i.,-.!eceiver section so~that th~e times of openiing the ca.rrier an4l Closing the neck
strap of the mask can ~e noted on the record. The remote control radio

l ransmittei;' showft at the i~fis used to start the tape~recorder and-to'place
an additional time signial on the tape-. .
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FIGURE S

Shown are comnplete and expanded portions of the record of the
la.-t ex-,posurkL in tab] je 2_ (JC). Scales and symnbol'_, Zre as shown in, figure~s
4 an(' 5. The signal at NM ca~me fromn the gas m-ask carrier; when the carrier
was opened thte circuit asbrok-en. C marks an exhalation to clear the mask
after donning.
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